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P. The long "finger" pointer that's attached helps maintain attention focus. This content
addresses remaining near mama in the shop, something autistic children need reminding of
because they love to run off. General, a fun interactive book. Long lasting hardboard quality for
little hands to manipulate. Very Happy I purchased this book mainly for my grandson, who has
Autism. He's reluctant to use his finger to stage or identify objects. So, this colorful hand pointer
offers an excellent alternative. It's made really well too very sturdy. It's just poor, feels as
though it was carried out in a single afternoon and was just sent out to ship. The book's vivid
facial photos give wonderful visible ques of the emotion getting expressed. Indicate happy Book
Bought this reserve for my grandson, and my child said that his therapist produced a comment
that it's an excellent book for kids with special needs! Significantly less than $10.Point to Happy:
For Children on the autism spectrum Pictures are best to hold interest of my autistic grandson.S.
Maybe better for a kid with higher cognitive abilities. Excellent book. This book has been a
fantastic tool to greatly help our son (autistic )learn about emotions, joint attention and
reference. Pictures are huge, layout is clear. It's superb. His siblings were also pleased with it. He
stated it helped him significantly in working with and understanding his child. Nice big pictures
in full color too. Great book - doesn't necessarily have to be for children ... This book is adorable!
I am a college psychologist and can discover the usefulness of this book with many children. I
was happy with this purchase The mother I gave this to, really loved this book and her son, who
is autistic, seemed to enjoy it. great book with engaging prompts Excellent pictures with useful
scenarios on every web page. They are all under the age of 8. I was happy with the purchase.
Helped Austistic friend We bought this for a pal who includes a son that is autistic. Would even
be great for young toddlers who aren't on the spectrum. Great Book! Great book - doesn't
invariably have to be for children with autism. Like the interactive feature of the pointer! my boy
didn't seem interested and it's easy to understand why once you open the book Didn't help at
all, my boy didn't seem interested and it's easy to understand why once you open the
publication.While my grandson is somewhat verbal so when asked will state he's happy. Maybe
better for a kid with higher cognitive skills Interesting but not helpful. Added reward: My
granddaughter whose 5 loves to use the pointer when playing school. Awesome book! Superb
book for children with particular needs and non special needs as well. Five Stars My boy loves
it!Cost was great, too. Attaching it to the publication by a ribbon, what a great idea! This book
would be Great for kids with or without particular wants. Quality binding and webpages. Four
Stars nice effort
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